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“I am I”: The Allegorical Bastard in Shakespeare’s King John
Alaina Bupp
University of Colorado at Boulder
Shakespeare’s King John provides readers with a particularly interesting, though relatively unexamined character: Philip Falconbridge, the bastard. This character exists somewhere between the
allegorical forbears of medieval morality plays and the intensely
interior specificity of the likes of Hamlet. Philip begins the play with
a specific, though fictional, identity, but consciously decides to become allegorical. We can see this transformation at the intersection
of text and context, of the words spoken by Philip as he becomes
Bastard (the allegorical figure) and the First Folio’s construction of
that transformation. Bastard employs particular rhetoric to firstly
shed his old, specific identity and then to empower himself through
the authority he finds in his bastardy. At the same time, the First
Folio authorizes this transformation by calling the character “Bastard” rather than “Philip.” Shakespeare not only creates a powerful
figure who manages to find power in his own bastardizing, but in
bastardizing the trope of allegory, refreshes it for another period in
literary history.
By the time Shakespeare begins writing, England’s thirst for (or tolerance of) wholly allegorical plays seems to have waned considerably. Audiences don’t want the work involved in watching Everyman
or Mankind1 stumble through moral dilemmas and then applying
the lessons learned to their own situations; they want to see Hamlet struggle with his inability to act, or Lear veer crazily towards a
doom of his own creation.2 In short, audiences have begun to crave
the drama and intensity of the specific. And for the most part, that’s
what Shakespeare delivers.
1 Everyman and Mankind are the main allegorical figures in medieval morality dramas
of the same names.
2 Gerald Bruns says “allegory did not survive the onset of modernity, with its definition
of the self as a subject external to everything but itself.” Bruns, Hermeneutics Ancient and
Modern, 102.
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But an examination of one of his lesser known plays reveals that
Shakespeare did do allegory.3 As a history play, King John would
appear incredibly specific, but its (arguably) main character pushes
the bounds of specificity to their breaking point and manipulates his
own identity to become a powerful and powerfully allegorical figure. The power he accrues comes from his ability to manipulate the
space between represented, representation, and audience. At times
the space collapses in on itself and at others it opens up allowing
room for maneuvering. In either instance, the audience is drawn in
by the ebbs and flows of the representational spaces.
The character of Philip the Bastard (as modern editions call him
in the dramatis personae), Philip (as he starts the First Folio), or
Bastard (as he ends that edition) is undoubtedly an interesting one.
Although he is not the titular character, he is certainly one of the
more dynamic and attractive characters in the play. His first appearance occurs when he and his brother come before the court to settle
a dispute over inheritance of their father’s lands. Philip’s brother
attempts to dispossess Philip by asserting his illegitimacy. At first,
Philip tries to deny this claim, but Queen Eleanor (mother of the current King John and his older brother, the late King Richard I) takes
one look at Philip and sees a marked resemblance to her dead son.
Bolstered by the possibility of his royal parentage, Philip revokes
his claim and embraces his bastard status. This change puts him in
a strangely influential position within the court and as a result his
words and actions carry considerable weight throughout the play,
directing the action and dictating audience response.
But more intriguing to me is the way in which this character
moves from specificity to allegory and what that implies about the
evolution of this dramatic mode. The First Folio, as the earliest
source of the play, is an excellent place to begin this examination.
The life and death of King John has no dramatis personae in the
3 For a convincing argument for allegory not only in Shakespeare, but in drama more generally and into the eighteenth century, see Jane K. Brown’s The Persistence of Allegory.
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First Folio, nor does it have a list of actorsnames as does The Winters Tale, which comes before it in the First Folio.4 The layout of
the First Folio seems to rely on making due with the space at hand,
so where there was room on a page at the end of a play, dramatis
personae or lists of actors were included; if the type filled the page,
then it was omitted.
The first textual appearance of the characters, then, directly precedes their entrance on stage; based on this, Shakespeare names the
character in question “Philip” (1.1.57) when his entrance occurs with
his brother. For the next eighty-five or so lines, Shakespeare refers
to him as “Philip” or “Phil.” Then something subtle and remarkable
happens: Philip becomes “Bastard.” From act one, scene one, line
one hundred forty-six onwards, Shakespeare indicates this character’s line with “bast.” and his stage directions with “Bastard.”5
This change occurs at the very moment when the character revokes his membership to the Falconbridge family and accepts his
status as the illegitimate son of his mother and Richard I. The idea
of being the bastard son of a king greatly outshines whatever was
left for him as the legitimate (or even adoptive) son of a nobleman,
so Philip shakes off his former identity and allows his bastard designation take over. At this point King John asks Philip his name and
Philip here begins to shuffle off his specificity and embrace a more
allegorical nature. Philip answers King John by stating his given,
specific name, “Philip my Leige, so is my name begun, | Philip,
good old Sir Roberts wives eldest sonne” (1.1.166-7). He indicates
the name given him, and references his previously presumed father,
Sir Robert Falconbridge, but doesn’t draw the father/son connection. He’s beginning to shed that association and identity.
4 Shakespeare, “King John,” The Norton Facsimile: The First Folio of Shakespeare,
321-3. All further references to the play will come from this edition unless otherwise indicated. The facsimile edition includes line numbers that count from the beginning of the
play, rather than starting over in each scene; the line numbers included in my references
correspond to those found in the facsimile editions and thus are cumulative over the course
of the play. Act and scene numbers remain unchanged.
5 Some modern editors, such as those responsible for the Riverside Shakespeare, call the
character in question “Bastard” from the beginning of the play.
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Moreover, Philip indicates the death of his specificity in saying
that Philip is the beginning of his name: “so my name is begun.” It
is merely the first name by which he will be known, and a different
moniker will follow this one, and end his naming. This is not the
usual course of naming; the name a person is given, the one with
which they begin life, is commonly the one with which they end.6
But Philip was the name that Sir Robert gave him, and in eradicating that relationship, Philip also denies any authority Sir Robert had
to name him. A new father means a new name. Richard I, however,
is not alive to rename Philip; a space opens up surrounding Philip’s
identity and though King John attempts to fill it, he also does not
have the authority to fully articulate this new identity.
At this point, King John tries to re-name Philip, calling him “Sir
Richard, and Plantagenet” (1.1.171). But this character takes on the
significance of the name rather than the specificity of it. In naming
him Sir Richard, King John is calling him after the character’s father
Richard I; it certainly makes sense, especially if Eleanor is right
and he does resemble Richard. But at no point does the play bow
to King John’s sensible renaming of the character. Instead the play
adamantly refers to this character by his status, his chief feature,
his bastardry. The play takes the reason for the renaming and the
inspiration behind the new name and uses it to push the character
into the realm of allegory. Like characters in medieval morality
plays before him, Philip – now called Bastard7 – begins to embody
his most distinctive trait: his parentage. With this shedding of his
ties to the Falconbridge family, his ties to an existence in which he
must always be questioned and found suspicious, Bastard starts to
become a representation of an idea larger than himself.
We see this progression a few lines after King John’s attempted
renaming, when Bastard says, “Neere or farre off, well wonne is
6 By this, of course, I mean first names, not surnames or family names.
7 From this point forward I will refer to the character as the first folio version of the play
does: Bastard
.
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still well shot, | and I am I how euer I was begot” (1.1.182-3). This
phrase shows that Bastard realizes a certain amount of specificity
and individuality within himself; he does, after all, reference himself with a personal pronoun. But the circularity of the comment
and the nature of the pronoun erase a portion of that specificity. In
saying “I am I,” Bastard invents a ceaseless loop of referentiality in
which the subject and its representation become inseparable. If he is
becoming an allegorical portrayal of bastardry, at this point he does
not stand in for anything outside of himself or outside of the play.
He collapses, at once the allegory and the subject of it.
Furthermore, he uses the personal pronoun “I” which is simultaneously the most precise and most universal word he could call
himself. “I” means only the person speaking, yet everyone who
has a voice, whether it be vocal, textual, or even within one’s own
head, can use it to refer specifically to themselves with equal authority.8 The nature of the play, where actors stand in for characters and
represent themselves as not themselves, reinforces the apparently
paradoxical multiplicity of single referents; the actor can say “I”
and refer to his adopted character, not himself, while the audience
hears and accepts this seeming misapplication of the word. Thus,
when the play is performed, the ceaseless loop of referentiality adds
layers upon layers, containing the multitudes (allegory, character,
actor, audience) into a single word. This exclusionary, yet universal
word and the circularity of the phrase show how the allegory adapts,
drawing the audience further into involvement in the creation of
identities within the play.
In this case, the allegorical figure disrupts the usual notion of
how allegory works. Rita Copeland and Peter T. Struck state that
personification allegory, the kind we see in morality dramas as well
8 Consider Paul de Man’s statement that allegory “names the rhetorical process by which
the literary text moves from a phenomenal, world-oriented to a grammatical, languageoriented direction” in Resistance to Theory, 68. Though Bastard’s motivations could be
said to be “world-oriented” in that he sees a distinctly material, worldly benefit in revoking
his Falconbridge identity, the move he makes away from that identity, as characterized by
his use of the phrase “I am I,” certainly constitutes what de Man would call grammatical
direction.
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as Shakespeare, relies upon the audience “translating [the allegorical personification] out of its universal terms and back into a human, temporal perspective.”9 In the case of Shakespeare’s Bastard’s
statement, “I am I,” we see that the allegorical personification has
already collapsed the distance between the universal and the “human, temporal perspective.” The type of translating the audience
needs to do here is different. This character is already fairly specific, so the audience would need to find the applicable factor in
something that is more distant from them than the overly-general
characters of, for example, Everyman and Mankind. They must find
a way of relating to this precise character and his individual situation in a way that will yield the same basic results as an interaction
with a more traditionally allegorical figure.
Yet Bastard maintains his allegorical sense through both the
play’s continual referencing of him by his main feature and through
his continual appeal to be read as a representation. He invites the
audience to let him be their representation by making bastardry as
alluring as possible.10 Again we see the disruption of the normal
mode of allegory; bastardry and illegitimacy are usually viewed as
negative characteristics, inducing shame, anger, and an inability to
be legally (and sometimes socially) recognized. Indeed, at the beginning of this play, Robert Falconbridge tries to use his half-brother’s illegitimacy as a way to disinherit him.
But at the very instant in which Bastard becomes allegorical,
he changes the characteristics of bastardry. To be a bastard no longer means lack of recognition, shame or anger, it means recognition
from the most elite in society, and a sense of personal pride and joy.11
9 Copeland and Struck, The Cambridge Companion to Allegory, 7.
10 Brown sees this play as allegorical, but focuses more on the ways in which various
characters embody the allegorical vice/virtue qualities; thus she reads Bastard and King
John as potentially, but never fully allegorical. She views the play as a blend of medieval
morality drama and “a more mimetic treatment of the material” which creates “a new kind
of allegorical drama.” 70-2.
11 Bastard’s “I am I” declaration also closely mimics the words of God to Moses in Exodus 3:14: “I am that I am.” If Bastard does indeed draw power from a phrase that distances
himself from the worldly and specific, the reference to God’s words of self-identification
seems appropriate.
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Bastard’s embrace of his status enables him to benefit fully from
being unmoored from family; it gives him mobility and freedom.
He takes the very things which make illegitimacy detestable and
uses them to propel himself into a higher station than he ever could
have hoped to achieve as the legitimate son of Robert Falconbridge.
True, this seems more the work of an individually specific character with investments in the future and personal motives, but it is
this inversion of bastardry that makes Bastard so appealing, so easy
for audiences to want to translate to themselves. Bastard speaks to
the illegitimatized, under-appreciated, and under-estimated in us all.
He provides the hope that we can take those insults others hurl at us
and use them to improve our lots in life. And the play’s continued
persistence in calling him Bastard only makes him more useable,
more applicable, more allegorical.
Bastard does not passively accept the role of allegory any more
than he passively accepted the role of a bastard. Instead he relishes
his new mode of identification. In scene two of act one, Austria
asks of Bastard “What the deuill art thou?” (1.2.434). Importantly
Austria says “what” rather than “who,” indicating that other characters have begun to notice and acknowledge that Bastard has become
more than an individual. Austria sees Bastard as an unknown entity,
somehow more and less than a man; he could be monstrous or supernatural, larger and more fearsome than man, but less civilized as
a result. This is precisely what Bastard has become; as an allegorical figure he has the capacity to encompass and draw power from
the multitudes in a bastard-like situation, but in doing so he loses
the specificity of individuality. His answer to Austria’s question
draws upon this power and indicates his ease with his new mode
of existence: “One that will play the deuill sir with you, | And a
may catch your hide and you alone: | You are the Hare of whom the
Prouerb goes, | Whose valour plucks dead Lyons by the beard; | Ile
smoake your skin-coat and I catch you right” (1.2.435-9). Instead of
a straightforward response, the allegorical figure uses the opportunity to play with and stretch his own identification and in doing so,
Bastard reinforces the power of his allegorical status. The grammar
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of the first line of the response indicates that there is a sense of play
in this answer. Bastard does not start with “I am …” but rather he
leaves that as an understood.
The line begins with what would be the object of the sentence,
or the thing that Bastard is. By leaving out “I am…” he is focusing
attention on what he is at the moment. The line does not indicate the
usual duality of allegory (he is not a person who is something), but
rather that he is fully that “one” in that moment. His allegorical ability to stand in for something else or to be a substitute is taken a step
further in this phrase. The character is not substituting, but rather
simply is that thing. He indicates no previous state of being.12
Additionally, this thing he has become seems to have manifested
itself out of Austria’s question. Austria asks “what” Bastard is. In
omitting the human-specific pronoun “I,” Bastard is embracing the
power of being something other, something able to “play the deuill.”
Bastard does go on to use the personal pronoun in the later lines
of this passage, but only after he has assigned Austria a symbolic
position in relationship to himself. The reference to the fable of the
hare who pulls the dead lion’s beard gives Bastard an alternate plane
on which to envision himself and Austria. In the system at work
in the play, Austria (a Duke Shakespeare created out the conflation
or confusion of two historical figures involved in the imprisonment
and death of Richard I) has more political and social power than
Bastard. He is a legitimate authority with experience in the global political arena in which Bastard now finds himself and he has a
specific history of subjugating the very person from whom Bastard
gains strength (i.e. Richard I). By inserting Austria into the form
of a predesignated cowardly figure in a fable, Bastard is redefining
the terms of reality in order to empower himself, the lion’s heir and
avenger. It is directly after Bastard makes Austria into a cowardly
12 Paul de Man says in Blindness and Insight that “allegory indicates a distance in relation to its own origin” 207. Here we can see that Bastard has fulfilled that distance from his
origin; he has moved so far from his specific identity that he can now completely embody
the characteristic of bastardy; ironically the very thing that troubled his specific identity is
the thing which he has come to be.
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hare that Bastard can say “I.” -- “I’ll smoke your skin-coat” -- Bastard becomes emboldened by his ability to un-identify a man, and
gains confidence in his own allegorical ability to transmute himself
into a more powerful position. With that, he can firmly say “I” and
follow it with bold and daring actions.
Notice, too, that Bastard turns Austria’s reference to the devil
back on itself in the same way he finds power and strength in being called a bastard. In being able to play a devil, he becomes able
to find authority over Austria. He’ll play the devil with Austria. It
would seem as though Bastard would turn any slanderous term into
a source of pride or power; this is the appeal of the Bastard, and thus
how the allegory works. This occurrence of the allegorical figure is
not weak like his forebears; he does not fall and suffer like Everyman and Mankind only to be saved by the grace of a merciful God.
Instead he takes his shortcomings and the disrespect of others and
uses them to succeed.
At every turn, Bastard finds a way to make his situation work to
benefit himself most. He becomes a bastard, but manages to leave
behind any negative associations that might carry. He hears his identity questioned, but finds maneuverability in the questions that allows him to gain authority. And he manages to end the play with a
powerful statement about the strength of England, in which he uses
the personal plural pronoun. He finally does the work of allegory for
the audience and collapses them into himself, forming a powerful,
nationalistic identity for us all.
This play relies upon allegory, but alters allegory. Unlike its
morality play ancestors, it does not completely enshroud itself in allegorical figures and settings. It mixes allegory with historically and
imaginarily specific elements to create a new genre of play which
appeals to its own specific environment. And, more importantly,
allegory itself has been altered within this new structure. It has become more fluid, able to be multiply specific and capable of reinventing the meaning of its main identifier.
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In short, Shakespeare makes allegory even more useful here by
denying a straightforward inheritance of the form; he bastardizes
it. By the end of the play, it is clear that the allegory at work has
been made to adapt to a new environment, one to which it was not
initially suited. By integrating allegory into specificity, Shakespeare
has certainly changed the form, but he has also ensured its survival.
Bastard does much the same thing. He finds himself in a new environment and alters his identity to better suit his surroundings. Both
Shakespeare and Bastard find strength in their bastardly alterations.
Alaina Bupp is a doctoral candidate in the Department of English at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Her dissertation examines readership in late medieval and early modern England, with a particular focus on monk and poet John
Lydgate. Her research interests extend to materiality and the history of the book.
She has taught courses on Shakespeare and King Arthur
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